ETOS'S END-TO-END RETAIL AUTOMATION IMPROVES
VISIBILITY AND LOWERS COSTS
One of the largest health and cosmetics retailers in Europe supports quick and accurate business decisions with process
automation and cuts operational costs.

KEY POINTS
Etos looked to IT to support its successful retail strategy by moving to a Linux environment, but its existing scheduler didn’t intergrate.
To adapt to the company’s quickly-evolving business decisions and support integration, a new automation solution was needed.
Etos turned to Redwood RunMyJobs®, which now coordinates and automates its critical business and IT processes, across the enterprise.
Processes now run faster, and more efficiently and there has been a 50% reduction in operational costs.
The retailer has increased control of systems and processes at every level, and gained more accurate, reliable reports.

A RETAIL CHALLENGE
Etos B.V., a subsidiary of the Ahold group, is one
of the largest health and cosmetics retailers in
Europe. Over half of its stores are franchised, with
430 in the Netherlands, and growing penetration
in other EU markets. Etos provides exclusive outlets for a large
number of own brand and third party products.
Key contributors to Etos’ success are the efficient execution
of logistics, planning, delivery, replenishment, pricing and
management of point-of-sale data. The retailers needs
its hardware, ERP and other business-critical software
applications to run at optimum levels, not only to deliver full
Return on Investment (ROI), but to ensure business continuity

and adaptability as consumer tastes, trends and economics
change. Etos looked to IT to support its strategy by moving all
430 stores from AIX operating systems to a Linux environment.
There was, however, one drawback. The existing scheduling
solution that Etos used did not integrate into the Linux
environment. Etos needed to find a flexible, scalable
enterprise process automation solution that would adapt
to the company’s quickly-evolving business decisions and
support integration with Linux. The retailers also needed to
integrate back-office technologies such as Progress® and
Oracle®.

THE ANSWER IS AUTOMATION
Etos selected Redwood RunMyJobs to coordinate and automate its critical business and
IT processes, across the enterprise, while integrating and supporting the new Linux
environment.
With RunMyJobs, Etos developed end-to-end event-driven process chains that trigger at
point-of-sale (POS) all the way through to publishing close-to real- time sales data via the
electronic data interchange (EDI). Etos can now add extra parameters - such as a new store
code – to the existing task portfolio, which requires much less effort.
Combined with the power and speed of Linux; it is possible to tailor activities according
to particular stores, rather than having to run generic processes across the board in the
interests of safe-guarding systems capacity. This has eased differentiation between
stores – within corporate boundaries/guidelines – as franchises can now rely on the
equally fast replenishment of products that aren’t necessarily sold widely across
every store.

“

With RunMyJobs our processes are faster and
more controlled. As tasks are triggered in realtime, we can replenish product levels and report
financial data to HQ faster than ever. We can now
leverage the full speed of the Linux environment.
— Louis Klos, Linux specialist, Etos

SUPPORTING BUSINESS CONTINUITY
The move to Linux has resulted in operational cost savings of
50%. Company savings have more than paid for the transition.
With RunMyJobs, Etos experienced increased control
of systems and processes at every level. Simply mapping
workflows to the new RunMyJobs environment allowed the
company to understand better the processes they had in place.
It forced Etos to consider the relationships between processes and
remove redundant components. RunMyJobs intuitive interface also
made load balancing and error-checking related tasks
easier to execute.
Redwood has helped Etos to futureproofed its networked IT infrastructure.
Stores can initiate replenishment
themselves and report accurate
sales transaction data in real-time.
Etos also automates and integrates
back-end technologies such as Progress
and Oracle.

For more information, please visit www.redwood.com/runmyjobs

